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Globalization – reaching a certain level of market saturation across the world – can
be approached in several ways. One of these incorporates internationalization,
traditionally understood as adaptation of the product to many locales – often
thought of as readying the software for any language; however, a locale is both a
language and its territory.
The process of internationalization is changing. It is moving beyond the technical to
the conceptual and indeed the predictive as the pace of change increases.
In the eighth part of Multilingual 3.0, Alpha’s Chief Technology Officer Jonathan
Chan gives us four predictions for the future of internationalization.
• Prediction #1: As devices get smaller, language will continue to be removed
from the UI.
• Prediction #2: The internet of things will continue to drive the shift towards
voice recognition.
• Prediction #3: As we move into the age of the virtual device, the role of the API
will become ever more critical.
• Prediction #4: Political internationalization will play a greater role than
linguistic internationalization, as economies become less stable.

		
Prediction #1: As devices get smaller, language will continue to
be removed from the UI.
Global products will continue the drive to homogenized language (e.g. International
Spanish), but will also result in the removal of language from UI in favour of icons.
These are internationally recognized and take up less screen space (in products
where screens are still used). There is already an “internationalization” requirement
for emojis and other globally recognizable, inoffensive icons.
Reducing locale differences extends the product’s reach into smaller markets. Minor
languages die out, and cultural diversity is also eroded.

		
Prediction #2: The internet of things will continue to drive the
shift towards voice recognition.
The internet of things ensures we are interacting with many devices which are too
small to employ traditional means of communication. Keyboards are being replaced
by touchscreens, which are being replaced by voice control.
But there will be unforeseen consequences in this process. For example, Simplified
Chinese is a written language which is broadly used in many regions, but spoken
Mandarin is not as widely understood as this written form. Some Arabic and Cyrillic
scripts can be commonly read by people who speak totally different languages – the
switch to voice recognition brings with it challenges as text is removed from UI and
suddenly the user-base is fragmented into more locales.
Perhaps the problem will be shifted elsewhere. For example, I might choose to
have no UI at all, and provide an API which allows the user to purchase the voice
recognition driver of the locale from a 3rd-party Cloud provider – at their own
expense. The API becomes the software.
However, for reasons of privacy and security, the touchscreen is not about to be
superseded by voice activation. Voice activation is not private, therefore touchscreen
technology has a long life, although this may soon be complemented by heads-up
gesture technology (virtual screens).
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Prediction #3: As we move into the age of the virtual device,
the role of the API will become ever more critical.
The lure of the personal device is almost archetypal. But soon we will expect a
household to have multiple shared phablets and perhaps our unique personal device
will not resemble the current mobile phone for much longer (some already think it is
watch-shaped – others have no idea what a watch is for).
Soon it may become a virtual device, a private cloud that contains apps as well
as personal content – apps which can adapt to many types of physical device
we use to connect. We will expect all devices to be complex and to connect and
communicate with each other as soon as we bring them in range or step into a new
network.
In practical terms for software developers, this means creating an API – a common
connective language for every action performed by the product. The product must
be its API and function “invisibly” or with any type of UI or communication device
that connects to it. REST has been the dominant API for some time now, but as new
communication features grow in importance – voice and face recognition, blockchain security – these API will need to be extended. Product designers must allow
for their apps to run in several cloud variants.

		
Prediction #4: Political internationalization will play a greater
role than linguistic internationalization, as economies become less stable.
In order to do business in economies which are less stable than in the past,
Internationalization must consider the territorial exigencies of the locale, possibly
even more than the linguistic differences.
For example, en-US is English spoken in the United States, while en-GB is spoken
in the United Kingdom. en-EU (European Union) still exists in the sense that many
Europeans use some English, but with the UK no longer part of the EU, all sorts of
changes to tax and trading documentation have rendered many software products
unprepared for internationalization.
Corporations must prepare their software so that critical business objects and
static entities are externalized and can be quickly changed if the political climate
demands. Otherwise, politics may prevent us from entering the territory of certain
locales.
Buyers and users must increasingly ask themselves a series of important questions;
for example, where is the data I am using stored? I may be sat at home, but am I
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actually generating product in real-time in another country? Who owns my
connection? Who controls the power supply on which my connection runs? Is that
the kind of software I want? Do I have a choice?
Powerful cloud platforms are often located in countries where it is cheap and
efficient to run always-on super computers – but it is increasingly evident that we
need to understand the safety and security of these locations. This, of course,
depends on politics. The EU, the US, China and Russia all have a different concept of
where is “safe” to house data.
Globalization is moving beyond the traditional model of internationalization: it is no
longer about understanding the technical impact of whether software can run in
other languages but whether it is suitable for other locale territories.
Internationalization now includes consideration of geopolitical instabilities and the
ways to foresee and manage change that provides security and continuity as well as
technical functionality.
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Over 25 years in the localization industry, Jonathan has
purchased, configured and deployed almost every major
localization globalization management system (GMS) on
the market. Jonathan joined Alpha CRC in 1994 and, as
Chief Technical Officer, he is part of a consultancy team
which ensures customers are provided with the correct
technology to integrate smoothly with their content
management systems.

The future is Multilingual 3.0
Multilingual 3.0 is a series of articles in which Alpha’s team of in-house experts
explore how digital transformation and globalisation continue to shape the language
industry.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Part 1 on the future of machine translation is available here.
Part 2 on the future of human translation is available here.
Part 3 on the future of eCommerce localization is available here.
Part 4 on the future of creative content and copywriting is available here.
Part 5 on the future of enterprise localization is available here.
Part 6 on the future of multilingual audiovisual content is available here.
Part 7 on the future of the multilingual gaming industry is available here.

Look out for more predictions in the coming weeks and the forthcoming eBook
Multilingual 3.0 in which we’ll bring together full versions of all our experts’ forecasts
for the future.
As ever, if you have any thoughts on the above or predictions of your own, please
drop us a line at alphamarketing@alphacrc.com.

Found that interesting?
If you’re not already signed up to our newsletter, register on our News page to
receive lots more great articles that will help you on your journey to going global.
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